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We consider a formulation of the equation of motion technique for Green’s function in which the
unknown averages are computed by solving a linear system. This linear system appears solvable
for all finite temperatures, but depending on the system parameters the condition number can be
very large, making the solution numerically unfeasible at low temperatures. In the example that we
consider, the Hubbard dimer, we can get rid of this problem by making use of total spin as a good
quantum number.
I. INTRODUCTION
Despite a great amount of work, interacting many-
body systems remain poorly understood in the most in-
teresting regime of moderate to strong interactions. The
main reason for this is the lack of a simple reference sys-
tem that may be used to characterize and understand
the physics of this class of systems (also more than one
such reference system is needed). When such a system
is available the physics of realistic many-body systems
in the corresponding class could be obtained perturba-
tively starting from the reference system and would then
be deemed to be “understood”. The workhorse of solid
state physics, independent fermions, provides a versatile
such a reference system. For systems outside of the inde-
pendent fermion class, however, very few examples exists,
although dynamical mean field theory provides a popu-
lar reference system that can take care of local quantum
fluctuations.1
Equations of motion (EOM) methods operates differ-
ently, in that only dynamics and matrix elements of cer-
tain types of excitations are considered. In particular
EOM combined with Green’s functions methods is a well-
known technique of great generality, for reviews see e.g.
Refs. 2–5. Since the EOM almost never close (except in
some very special models) the formalism has to be sup-
plied with a scheme for truncating the EOM and to in-
clude the neglected operators in some approximate way.
Also here very general theoretical constructions may be
introduced, in particular the irreducible self-energy for-
malism of Tserkovnikov provides a beautiful general way
to do this.6 Although very nice on a formal level this for-
malism is almost too general to be useful since all of the
quantities involved can typically not be evaluated from
within the formalism itself. To proceed uncontrolled ap-
proximations are therefore often introduced at this stage.
Uncontrolled approximations (for example arbitrary
truncations of the EOM) may also easily lead to unphysi-
cal results, for example negative spectral weights and vio-
lation of certain sum rules or constraints. By demanding
certain analytic properties of the Green’s function one is
at least guaranteed to generate a physical approximation
with positive spectral weight. Examples of formalisms
that leads to a physical approximate physical theories
include the Roth procedure,7,8 and the irreducible self-
energies of Tserkovnikov6 (the Roth procedure may be
viewed as a particular example for truncation of the ir-
reducible self-energy in this scheme). The problem with
this and related approaches is again that it is usually not
possible to calculate the necessary averages from within
the theory itself without making some uncontrolled ap-
proximations.
In this work we consider the EOM from within the
Green’s function formalism in a somewhat unconven-
tional way. In general there are two types of quantities
that must be fixed to determine the Green’s function for
excitations with some chosen set of quantum numbers.
One is the spectrum of the theory and the second is the
spectral weight distribution. The spectrum is the set
of the positions of the poles of the Greens function (or
by summing up many poles one may get branch cuts).
When solving quantum mechanical problems exactly the
spectrum is clearly independent of all of the averages in
the system, so this is a property that we would like to
retain in our formalism. In conventional mean field the-
ories this is no longer the case, which may be important
to capture some physical effects in a simple way, but on a
microscopic level mean field theory is clearly not always
correct. A simple illustration of this is provided by the
Hubbard model in the strong coupling limit where the
states may (at zeroth order) be grouped according to the
number (m) of doubly occupied sites they contain. This
leads to an approximate energy spectrum Emα = mU+α
where α label the different states in each sector. Pertur-
batively α = a0αt+a1αt
2/U+ . . ..9 Here U is the energy
cost of double occupancy, t the strength of the hopping,
aiα are some dimensionless coefficients. This implies that
the true excitation energies are centered around integer
multiples of U for t  U . In a paramagnetic mean field
theory for fermions the Hartree excitation energies are
EHFα = Un¯ + HFα where 2n¯ is the average number
of fermions per site. In this case, it is clear that the
actual excitation energies are not well captured by one
static mean field n¯. The resolution of this is that there
are two types of excitations with energies near 0 and U .
With proper weights of these the average excitation en-
ergy will be Un¯ as it should.9,10 In this case at least two
peaks are necessary in the spectral function. In the EOM
language this implies that at least two operators must be
included in the EOM. This is what Hubbard did by the
introduction of the Hubbard operators.11 In any case it is
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2often relatively easy to know either exact or approximate
energies of many excitations.
The spectral weights that must be determined are
some particular matrix elements that are encoded in the
Greens function. This involves averages of certain oper-
ators in the ground state (or a thermodynamical average
at finite temperatures). In particular this will fix the
weights of the poles of different excitations. It is usu-
ally more difficult to determine these averages than the
excitation energies. In particular the averages that en-
ters are typically not independent of each other, but the
constraints and relations between different averages are
very difficult to discern. There are also constraints re-
lated to the Pauli principle and additional sum rules that
the exact theory should satisfy. This has been stressed
and used by Mancini and co-workers to determine certain
averages.3
In this work we consider another way to determine
the necessary averages using what we to the best of our
knowledge believe is a novel scheme, in which the aver-
ages are determined by simply solving a linear system.
This is quite appealing from a formal point of view. For
computational purposes it works very well when the lin-
ear system is non-singular. When the system is singular
(which we find it to be in certain parameter regimes in
the example we consider) we find that it is regularized
by a finite temperature. We believe that any finite tem-
perature actually makes the system non-singular, but for
low temperatures the condition number might be so high
that it is not technically feasible to directly implement
this method numerically using calculations with standard
double precision. The reason for this problem is that the
formalism does not know what state to do the average
on. This problem may be fixed by using either continu-
ity arguments or by fixing some conserved quantity such
as the total spin.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we provide
a general discussion of and introduction to the formalism.
In Sec. III we solve the Hubbard dimer using our method.
Here we also discuss some subtleties of the method that
we just mentioned. Finally in Sec. IV we provide some
conclusions and an outlook.
II. FORMALISM
From now on we will mainly use the notation of
Tserkovnikov,6 which is similar to that of Zubarev,2
Hubbard,11 and Roth.8 Let us assume that we have
a complete set of fermionic operator {Aˆi}Mi=1 that are
closed under commutation with the Hamiltonian Hˆ[
Aˆi, Hˆ
]
= KijAˆj , (1)
for some matrix K. Here and in the following we will use
summation convention unless specified otherwise. Let us
further assume we have a fermionic operator Bˆ, such that
we may write
〈Ai|B†〉 ≡ 〈{Aˆi, Bˆ†}〉 = vi +Mij〈Bˆ†Aˆj〉, (2)
possibly after making use of some symmetries that are
obeyed by the averages. Here M is a matrix and v a
vector, both of which are constants, i.e., they are inde-
pendent of the averages. These two quantities are fixed
by the algebra of the operators alone. Exploiting the
two previous equations and the EOM for the Green’s
function8
z〈〈Ai|B†〉〉z = 〈Ai|B†〉+Kij〈〈Aj |B†〉〉z, (3)
it is possible to characterize the correlation function self-
consistently. In order to see this let us analyze the EOM
for the eigenoperators of the theory {ψˆi}, defined by[
ψˆj , Hˆ
]
= jψˆj (no sum). (4)
Expanding the eigenoperators in the basis operators ψˆi =
LijAˆj the EOM becomes
LijKjk = iLik, (5)
which is a conventional left eigenvalue problem. For this
class of operators the Green’s function assumes a very
simple form
〈〈ψi|B†〉〉z = 1
z − i 〈ψi|B
†〉. (6)
Consequently the Green’s function for a general operator
becomes
〈〈Ai|B†〉〉z =
[
(z1−K)−1]
ij
〈Aj |B†〉. (7)
In this form it is clear that K has to posses real eigen-
values, despite that K is not necessarily symmetric or
even diagonalizable. Assuming K to be diagonalizable
we can find a complete set of eigenoperators of the the-
ory {ψˆi} and the transformation matrix L and its inverse
R = L−1. Let us also collect the energy eigenvalues into
a diagonal matrix Λ with Λii = i. Using the previ-
ously defined transformation and Eq. (6) we can write
the Green’s function using compact matrix notation as
〈〈A|B†〉〉z = R 1
z1− ΛL〈A|B
†〉. (8)
Integrating this along a contour in the complex plane that
encloses all of the singularities of the Green’s function we
can evaluate averages using8
〈Bˆ†Aˆ〉 = 1
2pii
∮
dzf(z)〈〈A|B†〉〉z, (9)
here f() is the usual Fermi function, either at finite or
zero temperature. Using this we obtain
〈Bˆ†Aˆ〉 = Rf(Λ)L〈A|B†〉, (10)
where f(Λ) is the diagonal matrix formed by the Fermi
distributed eigenvalues of the diagonalized K matrix,
namely f(Λ)ij = δikf(k)δkj . Using (2) and (10) we
3can self-consistently determine the averages by solving a
simple linear system
(1−Rf(Λ)LM)〈Bˆ†Aˆ〉 = Rf(Λ)Lv. (11)
This is the most important equation for our proposed
procedure. This method to self-determine the Green’s
functions has two main advantages: the diagonalization
of the matrix K must be performed only once to get the
averages and the correlation functions for all chemical po-
tentials and temperatures. Furthermore the averages are
uniquely determined if the linear system is well-behaved.
However there is no guarantee that the linear system
in (11) is numerically well-behaved, consequently in this
method it is crucial to always check the conditioning of
the linear system. There is also the additional algebra
involved to determine the matrix M and there is also a
choice involved of how to pick the operator sets {Aˆi} and
{Bˆj}. These issues are most easily explained by going
through a particular example, which we turn to next.
III. HUBBARD DIMER EXAMPLE
As an illustration of the method on a non-trivial sys-
tem we will now consider the repulsive Hubbard dimer.
This has been previously studied in detail using the re-
lated composite operator method.12 Although this is a
small system where it is straightforward to directly diag-
onalize the Hamiltonian it will serve us well to illustrate
how the method works in practice and some of the sub-
tleties inherent in this scheme. The Hubbard Hamilto-
nian is
H =
∑
〈i,j〉,σ
tij(c
+
i,σcj,σ + h.c.) + U
∑
i
ni↑ni↓ − µ
∑
iσ
niσ.
(12)
We consider the usual case where tij = −t < 0 for nearest
neighbor bonds and tij = 0 otherwise. µ is the chemical
potential and U the on-site interaction strength.
To investigate the conventional fermion Green’s func-
tion it is useful to consider fermionic operators that
change the charge by −e and spin by +~/2. Due to
the finite size of the system we expect that the averages
posses all of the symmetries of the system. This implies
that it is sufficient to consider spin-up excitations for ex-
ample. This also implies that we will use operators in
the EOM that have the same quantum numbers as ci↑.
A. Fermionic basis operators
Starting the EOM from c1↑ and c2↑ the EOM closes
by including 6 additional operators. Picking Bˆ = c1↑, for
example, and using symmetries we then find that it is not
possible to write down the relations in Eq. (2) between
the normalization matrix elements and the averages in-
volving 〈Bˆ†Aˆi〉. To solve this problem we have used two
different routes:
(1) We include additional operators in the set {Aˆi}. In-
deed, by using the 22 operators that are listed in App. A,
we can show that {Aˆi} is closed under commutation with
the Hamiltonian, and we can also find the matrix M and
the vector v. The non-zero matrix elements of K, M , and
v are reported respectively in App. B. This is a brute-
force way to solve the problem, and it is possible to use
fewer than 22 operators. The algebra is facilitated by
using computer algebra, such as for example SNEG.13
(2) Another possibility is to use more than one operator
Bˆ. We find that using Bˆ1 = c1↑ and Bˆ2 = c2↑c
†
1↓c2↓ we
may write down the following relations
〈Ai|B†1〉 = v1i +M11ij 〈Bˆ†1Aˆj〉+M12ij 〈Bˆ†2Aˆj〉, (13a)
〈Ai|B†2〉 = v2i +M21ij 〈Bˆ†1Aˆj〉+M22ij 〈Bˆ†2Aˆj〉. (13b)
Combining these with Eq. (10) we arrive at a linear sys-
tem to solve for the averages that are necessary to de-
termine the Green’s function. The main advantage of
this scheme is that it is sufficient to consider the smaller
number of basis operators, and therefore the diagonaliza-
tion of K is more efficient. A drawback is that there is
some additional algebra involved in finding the matrices
M (these are also not unique since average can often be
expressed in different ways in terms of composite opera-
tors), also the size of the linear system to solve is doubled
in this case. We have implemented this scheme, but it
does not seem to give any improvement over the other
method (1) when it comes to the issue of the condition
number discussed below.
B. Momentum basis
The Hubbard dimer may also be viewed as a trans-
lational invariant system. Then all excitation may be
labeled by momentum as well (in the dimer this also cor-
respond to spatial inversion). Of course there are only
two possible momenta in the dimer (k = 0 and k = pi)
but this generalizes to larger systems as well. In the
dimer it is then found that the EOM may be written
in terms of 4 operators in each momentum sector, so as
usual using symmetries reduces the matrix dimensions.
This solution was used in Ref. 14 to generate approxima-
tions in the extended Hubbard model, see also Ref. 12.
Again it is not possible to write down the relations (2)
using only these 8 operators and Bˆk = ck↑, but it is pos-
sible by extending the operator basis to include in total
16 operators.
C. The spectrum of the excitations
The K matrix given in App. A is diagonalizable and
have real eigenvalues for all the interaction strength con-
sidered in this paper U ∈ [1, 10]. From Eq. (8) we see that
the eigenvalues of the matrix K corresponds to excitation
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FIG. 1. Condition number of the linear system (11) that is
used to solve for the averages as a function of µ for β = 0.1.
energies of the system and they can readily be compared
with the excitation energies obtained from exact diago-
nalization in this simple system. As can be seen from
Tab. I the predicted excitations energies are compatible
with the exact diagonalization result as they should.
D. Condition number – High temperatures
As stated previously, it is not guaranteed that the lin-
ear system we need to solve is numerically well-behaved.
Consequently in this method it is crucial to always check
the condition number of the linear system for the desired
set of free parameters t, U , β, µ, in order to estimate the
numerical error induced in the solution. In fact let us
assume that we need to solve a generic linear system in
presence of numerical errors.
A(x+ δx) = (b+ δb). (14)
It is then possible to show that15
‖δx‖
‖x‖ < cond[A]
‖δb‖
‖b‖ . (15)
Usually the relative error induced in the inhomogeneous
term is of the order of the numerical precision used on the
machine mach. Consequently if the condition number
cond[A] is greater than 1/mach the solution will suffer
from more than 100% relative error and in the case where
cond[A] = 0 the system is actually unsolvable. In Figs. 1
and 2 we report the condition number of the linear sys-
tem obtained for a few different values of the interaction
strength U , two different values of the inverse tempera-
ture β < 1 as a function of the chemical potential µ. In
these cases the linear system is numerically well defined
for all of the interaction strengths considered and we can
determine the averages reliably.
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FIG. 2. Condition number of the linear system (11) that is
used to solve for the averages as a function of µ for β = 1.
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FIG. 3. Condition number of the linear system (11) that is
used to solve for the averages as a function of µ for T = 0.
E. Condition number – Low temperatures
Now let us focus on the the condition number of the
linear system in Eq. (11) for β > 1. In Fig. 3 we provide
the result for zero temperature β →∞. We find that the
linear system is well defined for all chemical potentials
U ∈ [0, 2] where the theory is “gapless” . By “gapless”
we mean that the largest 1-particle energy t is smaller
than the minimal 3-particle U − t. For U > 2 we notice
that the linear system becomes numerically ill-defined
for chemical potentials in the range of µ ∈ [t, U − t]. We
therefore consider the condition number for the system
exactly at half-filling µ = U/2 as a function of inverse
temperature β, in order to understand how the linear
system approaches its singular form in the limit β →∞.
This result is shown in Fig. 4. It is clearly seen that as
β increases the linear system display an asymptotic sin-
gular behavior and the divergence rate depends strongly
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FIG. 4. Condition number of the linear system (11) that is
used to solve for the averages as a function of β for µ = U/2.
on the interaction strength U . On the other hand the
system is always solvable for all finite temperatures, pro-
vided that the precision used to represent the number
is lower than the inverse of the condition number of the
linear system.
Upon increasing the chemical potential there is no
problem upon entering the 2-electron sector at µ12 =
EGS(2)−EGS(1) = t−J where J ≈ 4t2/U when t U .
Here EGS(N) is the ground state energy for N electrons
in the absence of a chemical potential. The system be-
comes ill-behaved when µ is further increased to go above
µC = Etriplet(2)−EGS(1) = t, i.e., when the free energy
of the N = 2 triplets go below that of the lowest energy
state at N = 1. For µ12 ≤ µ ≤ µC the zero temperature
limit is well-defined and the correct ground state Green’s
function is obtained. We interpret the problem with our
scheme when µ > µC that in this case the formalism has
great difficulty to determine which of the 2-particle states
that is the ground state. One way to fix this problem is to
add a term to the linear system that measures the total
spin of the state. Solving the corresponding minimiza-
tion problem we do obtain the correct Green’s function
by demanding that the N = 2 ground state is a singlet.
F. Observables and exact diagonalization
With a quadruple precision calculation with U = 10
the lowest temperature we can determine the solution
with 10% of relative error is T = 0.055t which corre-
sponds to β = 18. By using the method previously
developed we compute the average site occupation n¯ =
〈Nˆtotal〉/4 and double occupation 〈nˆ↓inˆ↑i〉 as a function
of the chemical potential and compare it with the one
obtained from exact diagonalization. Representative re-
sults are shown in Fig. 5 and the result obtained with the
proposed scheme are clearly in good agreement with the
exact solution.
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FIG. 6. Spin-spin correlation function 〈S1 · S2〉 as a function
of Hubbard interaction U at half filling obtained with the
proposed method. The reference is the correlation of the non-
local singlet.
At a chemical potential µ = t − , with  a small
constant number, the linear system is well behaved as
discussed above and we obtain a density 〈nˆiσ〉 = 0.5,
which corresponds to half-filling. Consequently we can
address some half-filling properties at zero temperature.
In particular we have studied how the spin-spin corre-
lation 〈S1 · S2〉 behaves as a function of the interaction
strength U . The result is shown in Fig. 6. For large val-
ues of U the correlations are those of the non-local singlet
as expected.
6IV. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In this work we have mainly focused on one aspect of
the EOM for Green’s functions, namely the determina-
tion of the averages that goes into the Green’s function.
For our scheme to work it is necessary to write down a
relation like that in Eq. (2). This is usually unproblem-
atic. It is also crucial to note that we do not consider the
whole Green’s function matrix 〈〈Ai|A†j〉〉z for all i and
j, but only 〈〈Ai|B†〉〉z for all i and one or a few fixed
B’s. This reduces the number of unknowns that must be
determined, and also simplifies the algebra considerably.
The main appeal of this scheme is that there is a linear
system to solve for the unknown averages, which is a sim-
ple matter when the system is well-conditioned. For high
temperatures this is always the case, but for low temper-
atures it is not always so. We have identified one cause of
this problem that is clear when increasing the chemical
potential µ. Upon entering a new charge sector Q there is
no problem: all excitation energies from the new ground
state to the lowest energy charged states (in sectors with
charge Q ± 1) are positive. Also all excitation energies
between the lowest energy states with Q± 1 and excited
states in the charge Q sector are positive. This implies
that the system knows what the ground state is. Upon
increasing the chemical potential further also some addi-
tional excitation energies just mentioned goes negative.
The linear system then becomes close to singular and the
system does not know which of the charge Q states that
is the lowest energy one. On the other hand we know that
nothing special should happen at this point: the lowest
Free energy state do not change, so all averages should
remain essentially unchanged when crossing this value of
the chemical potential, even at zero temperature. Indeed,
when substituting the averages obtained below this criti-
cal value of the chemical potential into the linear system
we find that it is still a solution also above this value
at zero temperature. This is another way to solve the
ill-conditioning problem in the zero temperature limit.
Another possibility that we discussed is to use some ad-
ditional quantum numbers, such as total spin, to restrict
the ground state.
In this work we have assumed that the EOM close, i.e.,
that the exact K matrix is known. This allows us to focus
on the determination of the averages. On the other hand,
in realistic extended many-body system this is never the
case and a procedure for truncation and including the
physics of the neglected operators is necessary. A detailed
study of this problem, and the connection to the scheme
proposed in this paper, is planned for future work.
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7TABLE I. Spectrum (E) and degeneracy (deg.) of the excitations
E U=1 t=−1 U=4 t=−1 U=10 t=−1
deg. Method Exact deg. Method Exact deg Method Exact
E1 2 -2.5615 -2.5615 2 -1.8284 -1.8284 2 -1.3851 -1.3851
E2 3 -1.0000 -1.0000 3 -1.0000 -1.0000 3 -1.0000 -1.0000
E3 2 -0.5615 -0.5615 2 0.1715 0.1715 2 0.6148 0.6148
E4 4 0.0000 0.0000 3 1.0000 1.0000 3 1.000 1.000
E5 3 1.0000 1.0000 4 3.0000 3.0000 4 9.000 9.000
E6 2 1.5615 1.5615 2 3.8284 3.8284 2 9.3851 9.3851
E7 4 2.0000 2.0000 4 5.0000 5.0000 4 11.0000 11.0000
E8 2 3.5615 3.5615 2 5.8284 5.8284 2 11.3851 11.3851
Appendix A: Operator basis
The operator basis used in the main text is given in the following equation. For notational convenience we here use
c for spin-up and d for spin-down, i.e., we write c1↑ = c1, c1↓ = d1, etc.
A1 =(1− d+1 d1)c1
A2 =d
+
1 d1c1
A3 =(1− d+2 d2)c2
A4 =d
+
2 d2c2
A5 =− d+1 d2c1
A6 =− d+1 d1c1
A7 =− d+2 d1c1
A8 =− d+1 d2c2
A9 =− d+2 d2c1
A10 =− d+2 d1c2
A11 =c
+
2 d
+
1 c1c2d2
A12 =d
+
1 d
+
2 c2d1d2
A13 =− (c+2 d+2 c1c2d1)
A14 =c
+
1 d
+
1 c1c2d2
A15 =d
+
1 d
+
2 c1d1d2
A16 =− (c+1 d+2 c1c2d1)
A17 =c
+
2 d
+
1 c1c2d1
A18 =c
+
1 d
+
2 c1c2d2
A19 =c
+
1 d
+
1 c1c2d1
A20 =c
+
1 d
+
2 c1c2d2
A21 =− (c+2 d+1 d+2 c1c2d1d2)
A22 =− (c+1 d+1 d+2 c1c2d1d2)
(A1)
8Appendix B: Matrix elements
The non-zero matrix elements of K, M , and v using the basis of Eq. (A1) are given in the following table.
K1,3 = t K3,10 = t K7,2 = t K9,15 = U K13,18 = −t K17,17 = U K21,22 = −t M9,2 = −1 v1 = 1
K1,4 = t K4,8 = t K7,9 = t K10,6 = −t K14,11 = −t K18,20 = −t K21,21 = U M11,7 = 1
K1,5 = t K4,9 = −t K7,10 = t K10,7 = t K14,19 = t K18,11 = −t K22,21 = −t M13,5 = −1
K1,6 = t K4,10 = −t K7,7 = U K10,4 = −t K14,20 = −t K18,13 = −t K22,22 = U M14,8 = 1
K1,7 = −t K4,4 = U K7,13 = U K10,16 = U K15,12 = t K18,21 = U M1,1 = −1 M15,9 = 1
K2,5 = −t K5,2 = −t K8,5 = t K11,14 = −t K15,15 = U K19,14 = t M1,2 = −1 M15,10 = −1
K2,6 = −t K5,8 = t K8,6 = t K11,17 = t K16,13 = −t K19,16 = t M2,1 = 1 M16,10 = −1
K2,7 = t K5,9 = −t K8,4 = t K11,18 = −t K16,19 = t K19,17 = −t M2,2 = 1 M17,9 = 1
K2,2 = U K5,11 = U K8,8 = u K11,11 = U K16,20 = −t K19,22 = U M5,3 = −1 M18,2 = −1
K3,1 = t K6,2 = −t K8,14 = U K12,15 = t K16,16 = U K20,14 = −t M5,4 = −1 M19,6 = 1
K3,2 = t K6,8 = t K9,5 = −t K12,12 = U K17,19 = −t K20,16 = −t M7,3 = −1 M20,4 = −1
K3,8 = −t K6,10 = −t K9,7 = t K13,16 = −t K17,11 = t K20,18 = −t M7,4 = −1 M21,18 = 1
K3,9 = t K6,12 = U K9,4 = −t K13,17 = t K17,13 = t K20,20 = U M9,1 = −1 M22,12 = 1
